AABTS 2017

Members with 5 or more club rides in 2016 enter miles below. Others enter miles on back.

Ride Captain: __________________________________
Ride Name: _____________________________________

Date: ________________

Club Miles: ____________

Miles = Rider's name

Miles = Rider's name

Miles = Rider's name

= Aagenas,Charlie
= Aagenas,Rita
= Aridi,Sal
= Armstrong,Dea
= Aumend,Jamie
= Babcock,Lynn
= Barrett,Jane
= Bates,Brad
= Bauman,Dick
= Baumstark,Ed
= Bjornstad,Clete
= Bryson,Jennifer
= Bryson,Jim
= Bunnell,Ron
= Buster,Buster
= Butwin,John
= Caldwell,Beth
= Caldwell,Jack
= Canfield,Eileen
= Carey,David
= Cavanaugh,Connie
= Chen,Erica
= Chettleburgh,Tom
= Clarke,Dan
= Cleer,Jim
= Clinthorne,John
= Coffey,John
= Cooper,Sharon
= Corle,Tyacie
= Couasnon,Charles
= Coupland,David
= Creitz,Lexanne
= Cwik,Pete
= Czapla,Phyllis
= Dandan,Nada
= Daws,Gil
= Deroo,Charlie
= Dodge,Steve
= Donahoe,Kathleen
= Dowling,Ann
= Dowling,Jon
= Dowling,Kalena
= Dowling,Matthew
= Eisemann,Jeff
= Evich,Don
= Evich,Gwen
= Farmer,Dave
= Farmer,Kathleen
= Filios,John
= Finnegan,John

Miles = Rider's name
= Flaviani,Christine
= Free,Chris
= Freitas,Chuck
= Freitas,Mary Jo
= Furspan,Philip
= Galvin,Kevin
= Gassel,Jay
= Gauvin,Dan
= Gershowitz,Art
= Ghrist,William
= Ginsburg,Terri
= Gonyo,George
= Goodwin,Mark
= Hahn,Dave
= Hahn,Sandy
= Haig,Tom
= Hakken,Joel
= Hakken,Wendy
= Hann,Carole
= Harrison,Dan
= Hensel,Mary
= Hescheles,Chuck
= Hescheles,Jeanette
= Highet,Pat
= Hoefle,Gene
= Hohnke,Carol
= Hohnke,Dieter
= Hotchkiss,Jan
= Hotchkiss,Lane
= Hunt,Ann
= Iglesias,Sergio
= Irrer,Corliss
= Irrer,Jim
= Jackson,Tom
= Kannan,Kumar
= Karickhoff,Carl
= Kavetsky,Dan
= Keeler,Jeff
= Keppler,Terri
= Kitze,Art
= Klauscher,Rosie
= Klee,Cheryl
= Klee,Harold
= Knesper,Ellie
= Knight,Jim
= Konvisser,Marc
= Kornak,Deborah
= Lamitola,Frank
= Lee,Jim
= Lepper,Steve
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= Li,Kaiming
= Lienau,Debbie
= Limkemann,Steve
= Liskow,David
= Liskow,Karl
= Loner,Herb
= Loviska,Tim
= Mahn,Richard
= Martin,Kiki
= McGuinness,Kevin
= McGuire,Annie
= McKinley,Amy
= McKinley,Mary
= McLaughlin,Brian
= McWhirter,Will
= Mead,Patricia
= Melosh,Jim
= Motowski,Michael
= Newman,Allan
= Nicewonder,Chuck
= Niemann,Cindie
= Oak,Gary
= Ohmit,Suzanne
= Ormand,Anne
= Osman,Mick
= Palacios,Richard
= Pavlovich,Joe
= Petrovic,Milos
= Phillips,Vivian
= Pidgeon,Bill
= Pierce,John
= Plotner,Chelsie
= Plotner,DeWight
= Plotner,Vickie
= Pobanz,Marilyn
= Poliner,Jeff
= Powell,Tom
= Preston,Bud
= Preston,Gail
= Reiter,John
= Richardson,Ross
= Riebel,Gary
= Rivero,Yeidy
= Rodgers,Jonathan
= Rogers,Tom
= Rubin,Randy
= Rucinski,Sarah
= Schaefer,Jim
= Scheiner,Zona
= Schifter,Rick
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Schneberger,Keli
Sedo,Stan
Shields,Mark
Shubitowski,Jan
Simpson,Dallas
Skurka,Joe
Sleeker,Sharon
Sleeker,Tom
Smith,Shaun
Smith,Vickie
Soo Hoo,May Ping
Spoon,Jeffrey
Stalhandske,Erik
Stanich,Chuck
Stephan,Craig
Stock,Dorothy
Stosick,Doug
Straith,Rita
Sullivan,Deb
Sullivan,John
Tatum,Skip
Tidd,Doug
Tidd,Elizabeth
Toland,Joe
Treppa,Terence
Tripp,Jan
Turner,Gayle
Wade,Ruth
Wagner,Alex
Watson,Bill
Webb,Gordon
Weisgerber, John
Whatley,Mark
White,John
White,Lucy
White,Michelle
White,Steu
Williams,Tony
Wilson,John
Wilson,Regina
Wise,Mary
Witzburg,Jeff
Wolper,Bennet
Yockey,Kari
Yu,Anne
Yu,Wen

HELMETS
REQUIRED
all AABTS Rides

ABSOLUTELY NO LATER THAN 14 DAYS

ASSUMPTION OF RISK AGREEMENT, RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND COVENANT NOT TO SUE
IMPORTANT!!
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING
I realize that activities of the Ann Arbor Bicycle Touring Society ("AABTS") involve bicycling, which can be a HAZARDOUS activity.
There are many dangers and risks associated with bicycling including, but not limited to, injury or death resulting from collision with
pedestrians, vehicles, other cyclists, and fixed or moving objects; dangers arising from surface hazards such as pot holes or poor road
conditions, equipment failure, inadequate safety equipment; conditions stemming from weather; the negligence of myself or others, and
trauma or injury arising with the stresses caused by physical exertion. I recognize that bicycling requires physical conditioning and I
represent that I am in sound physical condition and that I have no physical or medical condition that would endanger either others or
myself.
I understand that that AABTS activities are often conducted over public roads and facilities open to the public and upon which the
hazards of traveling are to be expected. I acknowledge that the AABTS has no responsibility for the condition or maintenance of the roads
or facilities upon which AABTS activities are conducted. I agree to accept responsibility for the condition of my bicycle and I agree to wear
an ANSI, Snell, ASTM or CPSC-approved helmet while on my bicycle during AABTS bicycling activities. I understand that a bicyclist is
granted the same rights and is subject to all of the duties applicable to the driver of a motor vehicle under Michigan law. I agree to abide by
those laws and to practice courtesy and safety while cycling.
I agree, as a consideration of, and in consideration for, being a participant of an AABTS ride or event, to freely and expressly assume and
accept any and all risks of injury or death to the rider, or property loss or damage, including injury, death, loss or damage attributable to the
negligence of the AABTS and its sponsors, promoters or affiliated organizations, and their respective agents, directors, officers, volunteers
and employees (the "Released Parties").
I also agree to release and forever discharge the Released Parties from any and all responsibility or liability for injuries or damages that
result, either directly or otherwise, from my participation in, or attendance at any AABTS activity. I agree not to make a claim against or sue
the Released Parties for injuries or damages relating to bicycling or any other AABTS activity. I further agree to indemnify and hold
harmless the Released Parties for all expenses incurred due to my participation in any AABTS activity, including medical and legal or other
expenses, and hold harmless all other participants, even if it is the negligent acts of others that caused the injury or death, loss or damage.
If I am injured or become ill, I consent to and authorize the provision of emergency first aid or medical treatment and I agree to be solely
responsible for any costs related to such first aid or treatment.
I am aware that this is a release of liability and a contract between myself and the AABTS and I am signing it freely and of my own accord
and I recognize and agree that it is binding upon myself, my heirs and assigns, and in the event that I am signing it on behalf of any minors, I
have full legal authority to do so, and realize the binding effect on this contract on them, as well as on myself. In this Release, the use of
personal pronouns such as "I," "me", and "my" shall be deemed to include any minor on whose behalf I am signing it.
I, THE UNDERSIGNED, HAVE CAREFULLY READ THIS ASSUMPTION OF RISK AGREEMENT, RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND
COVENANT NOT TO SUE. I FULLY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE TO ITS CONTENTS.
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HELMETS are REQUIRED for all AABTS Rides
Ride Leader:

NO LATER THAN 14 DAYS - Please mail this ride sheet to:

Vickie Smith, 2725 Sequoia Pky, Ann Arbor, MI 48103

